
Predict, plan and prevent 
construction waste



An intelligent marketplace  
that fights for the future
As an industry, we have produced over 60m tonnes of waste  
annually for a decade, while losing £1.4bn in profit through  
overspend. We decided to do something about it.

We believe every project can be delivered with better  
environmental and commercial outcomes through improved  
resource co-ordination. The Construction Waste Portal is a  
key aspect of delivering this ambition. 

Using real-time, crowd-sourced data, the Construction Waste Portal 
provides construction companies with an integrated platform to  
predict, manage and minimise construction waste while providing  
‘should cost’ estimates to guide and protect tender allowances.

By connecting construction and resource management  
companies using our innovative platform, we will create  
opportunities for collaboration while unlocking the power  
of procurement to improve our industry’s wasteful legacy.

“Through this innovative portal  
we can drive a marked reduction  

in waste and carbon emissions,  
as well as reduce the overall cost  

of waste in pursuit of a more  
circular, low carbon economy.”

Mark Robinson 
SCAPE group chief executive



An intuitive platform  
to manage and prevent waste
Construction buyers not only obtain accurate waste forecasts for new projects, 
they gain access to the heart of the resource management sector in that area.

Why should waste and aggregate firms join the Construction Waste Portal?

 Deal directly with the construction buyer

 Raise your profile through postcode-driven site

 Promote your waste management and aggregate production capabilities

 Instantly manage your rates and services

 Opportunities to work with new companies

 Reduce your cost of direct sales

 Demonstrate your own sustainability credentials

 Drive best practice across the industry.



Early contractor involvement
As construction procurement and sustainability professionals, we’ve all observed projects that lose 
profit through poor waste forecasting and management practices. 

By more accurately predicting site waste, we can start working to reduce it, and then to prevent it.

 Promote your commercial rates in a live 
environment by providing ‘should cost’ 
waste estimates 

 Star-rated services to showcase your service 
capability to procurement professionals

 Receive enquiries directly from construction 
buyers with integrated tender functions 

 Postcode-based marketplace with local and 
national coverage

“We chose to use the Construction Waste Portal to  
enable us to reach a wider and more diverse client base. 

The portal itself is very easy to set up, and changing  
rates or services is simple and quick.

In addition to this, the passion and industry  
expertise behind the Portal shone through and this should 

encourage others to sign up and change industry attitudes.”

Nicola Loan, Business Development Manager, Central Skip Hire



Contributors
The Construction Waste Portal has collected data from almost 1,000 projects from industry leading 
partners, and uses data science to improve predictions on waste and its embodied carbon.

“The Construction Waste Portal is the perfect solution to finding the best  
local waste management providers, especially in geographical areas where  
we haven’t worked previously. We will continue using the portal, it’s first class.”

Joe Watson, Group Head of Purchasing, McLaughlin & Harvey



Reducing waste through procurement
SCAPE is a public sector organisation, dedicated to creating spaces and places that 
leave a sustainable legacy in communities. 

Since 2006, we’ve accelerated over 12,000 projects for public sector clients across 
the UK through our direct award procurement frameworks delivered by industry 
leading contractors. 

Our role in these projects doesn’t stop with procurement; we establish a performance 
management and continuous improvement culture with our supply chain partners, 
supporting clients to secure and demonstrate sector leading outcomes.

SCAPE acquired the Construction Waste Portal in early 2022 to bring additional 
value to our collaboration with the construction sector. We are now setting waste 
reduction targets for all of our construction frameworks, using the Construction 
Waste Portal as a data and performance hub. 

Together, we can unlock the value of procurement and take huge steps  
towards reducing the climate impact of construction projects.



“Rising pupil num-
bers, as well as budget cuts across the UK have placed significant 

strain on our schools up and down the country. In these challenging times, we are committed to collabo-
rating with councils in providing the best education possible and ensuring that every child should be educated in outstanding quality 

teaching and learning spaces. 
To achieve this, we have used innovative build methods to create spaces for the next generation to learn across the UK.  This includes modern methods of construction (MMC), 

and offsite construction. For a number of our education projects we have used modular buildings for a range of elements of the build, including the classrooms. This method means that the rooms 
can be built offsite, while other elements of the build are taking place. This saves time as well as money and allows us to provide vital learning spaces as efficiently as possible.”
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